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Abstract

We present a large number of examples of sidechain interactions in which it appears
at first that highly unfavorable positive charges are in close proximity. In particular, we
examine pairs of arginines (resp., lysines) whose sidechain Cζ (resp., Nζ) atoms are very
close. We screen PDB files to find such pairs for which there are no plausible counter ions.
On the other hand, we show that invariably there are dehydrons in the vicinity of the like-
charge pairs that can promote deprotonation of positively charged sidechains, eliminating
the charge mismatch. The chemical functionality of dehydrons is articulated through the
co-option of nearby water molecules which are turned into proton acceptors (chemical base).
This provides a plausible explanation for the unusual motif.

Close interactions between like-charged sidechains have been observed for many years [1,
2]. An example of nearby arginines is given in Figure 1 where the distance between the Cζ

atoms (PDB code CZ) of the two arginines is only 3.26Å. Such interations have been explained
by different effects. One possibility is that there is a counter ion nearby, and an additional
explanation is solvation effects [1]. However, in the interaction depicted in Figure 1, the closest
possible counter ion is nearly 10Å away (see Table 2 for more details.) Thus a third possibility
is that one (or both) of the arginines becomes deprotonated and thus neutrally charged. This
possibility was addressed in [3] where it was concluded that this is unlikely in certain cases
where there are nearby counter ions. However, this leaves open the question of explaining such
interactions in the absence of nearby counter ions.

Here we propose an explanation of sidechain deprotonation that can account for such close
encounters when there are no counter ions nearby. It is known that dehydrons functionalize
water [4, 5, 6] by inducing chemical basicity which promotes deprotonation of sidechains. We
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Figure 1: Arginine pairs Arg D 410 and Arg C 142 in PDB file 2d4v. Sidechain atoms of the
arginines are shown as spheres, with carbons in yellow and nitrogens in blue.

will see that, near all the positively charged sidechain pairs that are very close and lack a nearby
counter ion, there is a nearby hydrogen bond with minimal wrapping [7, 9].

A single arginine deprotonation may stabilize the arginine pair through two mechanisms.
One of these would be analogous to a cation-π interaction in which the neutral arginine π-
cloud interacts with the guanidinium cation of the other arginine. The other interaction is akin
to an extended supra-molecular resonance in which the guanadinium protom is tautomerically
delocalized. In this case, we would expect the planar guanidinia to be parallel (see Figure 1),
whereas for the former case we would expect them to be orthogonal (see Figure 3). In the case
of lysine-lysine pairs, only the second mechanism is viable, whereby the respective amonium and
amino groups exchange resonantly.

We searched the entire PDB for all close interactions of arginines which do not have nearby
counter ions. We examined in detail ones where the Cζ atoms are closest (not more than 3.3Å
apart). For the vast majority of these, we found nearby hydrogen bonds that are either under-
wrapped (dehydrons) or minimally wrapped (ρ ≤ 23). Here ρ denotes the number of nonpolar
carbons within a 6.5Å desolvation domain as described in the Methodology section 5. One
exception is a protein identified as a membrane transporter. This provides strong support for
the role of dehydrons as arginine deprotonators.

We similarly searched the entire PDB for all close interactions of lysines which do not have
nearby counter ions. The picture is similar in this case, with nearby hydrogen bonds that are
either under-wrapped (dehydrons) or minimally wrapped, although the amount of wrapping is
slightly higher than for the arginine case.

One remarkable fact about most of the like-charged pairs studied here has to do with the
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PDB code R-R dist. CID CIE arginine 1 arginine 2 SS

1kfc 3.54Å 4.49Å 10.3Å 668 CZ Arg A 89 26 CZ Arg A 3 H
2b1x 3.83Å 3.89Å 4.0Å 4713 CZ Arg B 661 4586 CZ Arg B 645 S
1m65 3.48Å 4.07Å 6.4Å 560 CZ Arg A 70 496 CZ Arg A 61 S
2hrg 3.62Å 4.10Å 4.6Å 1567 CZ Arg A 198 1545 CZ Arg A 196 S

Table 1: Four protein structures studied in [3]. CID is the distance from the closest counter-ion
carboxylate carbon to the closest Cζ atom of the arginine pair. CIE is the counter-ion exclusion
distance: there are no other counter ions within this distance of the Cζ atom of the arginine pair.
SS indicates the secondary structures that the arginine pair are in.

secondary structure within which the two residues are found. That is, if we call the two residues
A and B, then A and B are usually in the same type of secondary structure, helix, sheet or
loop. Thus it rarely occurs that A is in one type of secondary structure and B is in another.
Like-charged pairs are frequently in loops, but they appear in all types of secondary structure.

1 Like-charge pairs with counter ions

In many cases where like-charged sidechains are near each other, the charge clash can be explained
by a nearby counter ion. For example, in [1], the interaction between Arg 3 33 and Arg 1 123
in PDB file 1r08 is highlighted. These sidechains have their Cζ atoms 4.14Å apart, but there is
a counter ion only 3.88Å from them. More precisely, the distance between the Cζ atom of Arg
3 33 and the carboxylate atom Cδ of Glu 1 251 is 3.88Å. On the other hand, there is no other
counter-ion carboxylate within 8.29Å of the Cζ atoms. Thus we conclude that the like-charge
pairing is partially compensated by a nearby counter ion, but the pair of positive charges is not
compensated by a pair of negative charges. The arginine pairs studied in [1] were typically on
the protein surface, and thus solvation was credited as stabilizing the pairs.

If two positive sidechains were not paired with any counter ion, it is likely that they would be
forced apart by the strong charge repulsion. Thus it is reasonable to ask if one of the arginines
is potentially neutrally charged. This question was addressed in [3] where the authors studied
the chains 1kfc (chain A), 2b1x (chain B), 1m65 (chain A), and 2hrg (chain A) in the PDB;
these chains were chosen in part because they have buried arginine pairs. In particular, they
“examined the possibility that one of the arginines in the pair is neutral because the closely
located positive charges in the protein interior may not be stable.” The arginine pairs studied
in [3] were chosen to be away from the protein surface; they are listed in Table 1. The authors
concluded that the four “arginine pairs buried in the protein are indeed positively charged rather
than neutralized.”

We now consider like-charge pairs which do not have nearby counter ions.

2 Like-charge pairs without nearby counter ions

There are many like-charge pairs for which there is no obvious counter ion. To study this, we
scanned the entire PDB for Arg-Arg and Lys-Lys pairs within 4.5Å of each other and that have
no counter ions within 9Å. Figure 2 gives the distribution of Arg-Arg and Lys-Lys pairs that
are in close proximity yet have no obvious counter ion reported in the PDB. This is done by
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Figure 2: Distribution of (a) arg-arg pairs and (b) lys-lys pairs. The horizontal axis is the
distance between (a) Cζ atoms and (b) Nζ atoms. The vertical axis is the distance to the nearest
CD (for Asp) or CE (for Glu) counter-ion locus, or potential hetero-atom counter ion.

plotting the distribution of like-charge pairs with the proximity of the like-charge centers on one
axis and the distance from the like-charge centers to the nearest counter ion on the other axis,
as described in detail in section 2.1.

We see that there are many pairs with no possible counter ion within 9Å. Some of these have
the interaction distance between putatively positively charged sidechains extremely small. Thus
we decided to examine some of the closest in detail, limiting our focus to arginine pairs whose
Cζ atoms are 3.3Å or less apart.

2.1 Computing distances

.
We adopted a uniform protocol for determining distances between sidechains. To quantify the

distance between like-charged sidechains, we measured the distance from Cζ (resp., Nζ) atoms in
Arg (resp., Lys) pairs, and this is represented on the horizontal axes in Figure 2, in Ångstroms.

To quantify the distance between like-charged sidechains and counter ions, we correspondingly
determined the closest Cγ (in an Asp sidechain) or closest Cδ (in an Glu sidechain) to either of
the Cζ (resp., Nζ) atoms in Arg (resp., Lys) pairs. This minimum distance is then compared with
the distance to the closest hetero-atom (other than water), and the smaller of the two is used
for the vertical axes in Figure 2, in Ångstroms. We include a search of the closest hetero-atom
since it could potentially harbor a counter ion.

2.2 Hydrogen bond definition

Mainchain-mainchain hydrogen bonds can be defined by the geometric criteria used in [8], with
the specific limits being the defaults used by wrappa [9], as follows:
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R-R CID HAD Arginine 1 SS Arginine 2 SS PDB ρ
3.26 9.95 17.41 12798 CZ Arg D 410 L 7538 CZ Arg C 142 L 2d4v 13
3.20 11.92 24.39 2132 CZ Arg B 49 L 1357 CZ Arg A 172 L 4afz 11
3.10 9.39 34.82 2033 CZ Arg A 291 H 2004 CZ Arg A 287 L 1nl4 17
2.37 10.27 nohet 10779 CZ Arg B 670 H 10632 CZ Arg B 651 H 1qxp 18
3.21 10.15 35.29 14878 CZ Arg D 489 H 14851 CZ Arg D 486 H 3eql 12

Table 2: Data summary for featured close arginine pairs. R-R is the distance (in Å) between
Arginine 1 (CZ atom) and Arginine 2 (CZ atom). CID is the distance (in Å) of the closest
counter ion carboxylate carbon to the closest Cζ atom of the Arginine pair. HAD is the distance
(in Å) from the nearest (non water) hetero-atom to one of the Cζ atoms of the Arginine pair;
nohet means there is no (non water) hetero-atom (other than water) found in the PDB file. SS
indicates the secondary structure of that the Arginine residue is in. PDB indicates the code of
the structure file in the Protein Data Bank. ρ is the smallest number of wrappers for a nearby
hydrogen bond.

Distance between donor and acceptor dNO = |N −O| < 3.5Å

Distance between hydrogen and acceptor dHO = |H −O| < 2.5Å

Angle of donor–hydrogen–acceptor ∠NHO > 110◦

Angle of donor–acceptor–acceptor-antecedent ∠NOC > 110◦

Angle of hydrogen–acceptor–acceptor-antecedent ∠HOC > 110◦

(1)

To be declared a hydrogen bond, all five criteria must be satisfied. We subsequently relax
these constraints to capture a broader range of interactions, but we note in each case where the
constraints are not met.

2.3 Cross-chain links

In [1], the interaction between Arg 3 33 and Arg 1 123 in PDB file 1r08 is discussed in detail.
This interaction appears to play a key role in the connection between chains 1 and 3. Here we
explore two other such interactions between two arginines in different chains for which there is
no obvious counter ion. On the other hand, we will see that there are nearby dehydrons. We
present details about these two arginine pairs Table 2. We list other cross-chain arginine pairs
without nearby counter ions in Tables 3 and 6.

2.3.1 PDB file 2d4v

PDB file 2d4v gives the structure of Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans isocitrate dehydrogenase (At-
ICDH) complexed with NAD+ and citrate (FLC) [10], as shown in Figure 1. Two copies of a
homodimer are represented. In the PDB file 2d4v, the distance between the Cζ atoms in Arg C
142 and Arg D 410 is 3.26Å; both residues are in loop regions in the two different chains in the
PDB file 2d4v. The closest possible counter ion (Asp or Glu), determined as described in section
2.1, is 9.62Å away and the closest (non water) hetero-atom is 17.47Å away. Thus we have
an unexplained interaction of two putatively positively charged sidechains in close proximity.
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Figure 3: Arginine pairs Arg B 49 and Arg C 172 in PDB file 4afz. See the caption in Figure 1
for more details.

We now examine whether nearby dehydrons could account for possible deprotonation of the
sidechains.

The Cβ atom of Arg D 410 is in the desolvation domain based on the Cα carbons of Ala D
408 and Gly D 404, which are the donor and acceptor of a hydrogen bond with only ρ = 13
nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers in the desolvation domain (with desolvation domain radii 6.5Å)
[9]. In particular, the distance between the Cβ atom of Arg D 410 and the Cα carbon of Ala D
408 is 6.37Å. Thus the Arg D 410 sidechain could plausibly become deprotonated by the Ala D
408—Gly D 404 dehydron [4, 5, 6].

The analogous arginine pair in chains A and B has similar properties, although the interaction
distance between Cζ atoms is larger (3.83Å). The nearby hydrogen bond Ala B 408 — Gly B
404 has ρ = 14 nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers. The distance between the Cβ atom of Arg D
410 and the Cα carbon of Ala B 408 is 6.59Å.

It should also be noted that there are other dehydrons in the vicinity of these arginine pairs.
The Arg X 410 — Ala X 407 (X=A,B) hydrogen bonds are both wrapped by only ρ = 17 nonpolar
carbonaceous groups. In general, we will often list only the least-well-wrapped hydrogen bond in
the vicinity of a like-charged pair. Our objective is just to establish plausibility of dehydrons as
an explanation of the possible deprotonation of the positively charged sidechains. To understand
fully the mechanism of deprotonation in each case would require a much more extensive analysis.
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2.3.2 PDB file 4afz

PDB file 4afz gives the structure of human serine protease chymase (chains A and B) with so-
called Fynomer peptide fragments bound [11]. In the PDB file 4afz, the distance between the
Cζ atoms in Arg B 49 and Arg A 172 is 3.20Å; both residues are in loop regions in the two
different chains in the PDB file 4afz. This is depicted in Figure 3 where it becomes clear that
this is the primary link between chains A and B. The closest counter ion in any chain is 11.92Å
away, and it appears in the D chain (Glu D 39). Although there are missing sidechains in the
C and D chains, there are no residues in the C chain nearer than 19Å. Possible missing counter
ions are glutamates 65, 71, 72 in the C and D chains, and aspartates C 73 and D 60 and 73, but
the distance from CZ Arg B 49 to any atom in the residue Asp C 60 is over 47Å. Thus it seems
unlikely that the missing sidechains could be very close to the arginine pair.

The closest (non water) hetero-atom (in TAR, tartaric acid) is 24.39Å away from the double
arginine motif. Thus we conclude that there are no candidate nearby counter ions to explain the
unusual arginine doublet that plays a critical role in binding the two chymase chains together.
Thus we look for another explanation.

There is a hydrogen bond with Arg B 49 as donor and Val B 21 as acceptor with only ρ = 11
nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers in the desolvation domain (with radii 6.5Å). In addition, both
the Cβ and Cγ atoms of Arg B 49 are in the desolvation domain based on the Cα carbons of
Ser B 50 and Val B 21, which contain the constituents of a double hydrogen bond with only
ρ = 15 nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers in the desolvation domain (with radii 6.5Å). By double
hydrogen bond involving residues A and B, we mean that there are two hydrogen bonds, one
with donor A and acceptor B and the other with donor B and acceptor A. Thus there are 3
dehydrons near this double arginine motif.

Since chymase is not functionally a dimer, we must conclude that the arginine doublet is only
a cyrstallization artifact. Note also that the coordinates of residues 23-25 (Ser, Asn, Gly) in the
B chain are missing in PDB file 4afz.

2.4 Intra-chain links

Equally interesting are like-charge interactions within a particular chain. Here we describe three
of them with nearby dehydrons. We present details about these three arginine pairs Table 2. We
list many more in Tables 3 and 6.

2.4.1 PDB file 1nl4

PDB file 1nl4 gives the structure of Norway rat farnesyltransferase (FTase) (the alpha subunit is
chain A) bound to an inhibitor [12]. In the PDB file 1nl4, the distance between the Cζ atoms in
Arg A 287 and Arg A 291 is 3.10Å; both residues are in helices. The closest counter ion is 9.39Å
away and the closest (non water) hetero-atom is 34.82Å away. Thus we have an interaction of
two putatively positively charged sidechains in close proximity without a counter ion nearby.

There is a hydrogen bond with Arg A 291 as donor and Gly A 288 as acceptor with only ρ = 17
nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers in the desolvation domain (with radii 6.5Å). This dehydron can
plausibly facilitate deprotonation of one of the arginines. Arg A 291 is the terminus of helix 13
in PDB file 1nl4, and Arg A 287 is just outside the range of this helix, which begins with Gly A
288.

The arginine pair is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Arginine pairs Arg A 291 and Arg A 287 in PDB file 1nl4. See the caption in Figure 1
for more details.

2.4.2 PDB file 1qxp

PDB file 1qxp gives the structure of a µ-like calpain [13]. In the PDB file 1qxp, the distance
between the Cζ atoms in Arg B 651 and Arg B 670 is 2.37Å; both residues are in helices. The
closest counter ion is 10.27Å away and there is no associated (non water) hetero-atom that could
harbor a counter ion. Thus we have yet another interaction of two putatively positively charged
sidechains in close proximity without a counter ion nearby.

There is a hydrogen bond with Ala B 653 as donor and Val B 649 as acceptor with only
ρ = 18 nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers in the desolvation domain (with radii 6.5Å) in which
CB Arg B 651 is a wrapper. Thus this dehydron is a possible candidate to explain the unusual
arginine pairing.

The arginine pair is shown in Figure 5. They lie in different helices (helices number 49 and 50)
in PDB file 1qxp. Thus although they are intra-chain interactions, they represent inter-helical
contacts.

2.4.3 PDB file 3eql

PDB file 3eql gives the structure of RNA polymerase holoenzyme from Thermus thermophilus
[14]. In the PDB file 3eql, the distance between the Cζ atoms in Arg D 486 and Arg D 489 is
3.21Å; both residues are in helices. The closest counter ion is 10.15Å away, and the closest (non
water) hetero-atom is 35.29Å away. Thus we have an interaction of two putatively positively
charged sidechains in close proximity without a counter ion nearby.

There is a hydrogen bond with Ala D 490 as donor and Arg D 486 as acceptor with only
ρ = 12 nonpolar carbonaceous wrappers in the desolvation domain (with radii 6.5Å). Thus this
dehydron is a possible candidate to explain the unusual charged pairing.
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Figure 5: Arginine pairs Arg A 651 and Arg A 670 in PDB file 1qxp. See the caption in Figure 1
for more details.

The arginine pair is shown in Figure 6. Both arginines are in the same helix (helix number
54) in PDB file 3eql.

It should be noted that the PDB file 3eql is missing completely the residues 208 through 390
in the D chain. Moreover, an unusual number of them are Glu’s (34), and one of them is Asp.
Thus it is possible that these missing residues could provide some sort of counter ion.

2.5 The common case

The examples given so far represent the common case for the arginine pairs in close proximity.
That is, there is a nearby dehydron that potentially accounts for the deprotonation of one of
the arginines, thus explaining the possibility of such a close approach of sidechains which would
typically have repulsive charges. Table 2 collects data on the structures in the PDB files discussed
so far. Many more can be found in Table 3. Now we consider cases where the common case is
violated, in the sense that there are no obvious well-formed but underwrapped hydrogen bonds
near a pair of arginines in close proximity.

3 More like-charge pairs

There are several close arginine pairs without nearby dehydrons according to the stringent defi-
nition (1) that we have taken so far for hydrogen bond. There are two types of pairs:

• arginine pairs for which there is a nearby hydrogen bond that has wrapping ρ ≥ 19.
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Figure 6: Arginine pairs Arg D 486 and Arg D 489 in PDB file 3eql. See the caption in Figure 1
for more details.

protein system R-R CID HAD Arg1 SS Arg2 SS PDB ρ
adeno-associated virus 3.28 20.71 nohet A451 L A448 L 1lp3 9
E. coli RNase E 3.15 9.79 16.20 L391 L L109 L 2c0b 10
DNA-directed RNA polymerase 3.28 9.65 27.82 A730 L A573 L 2wb1 10
thioredoxin reductase-like 3.30 11.87 12.86 A188 L A184 L 2zbw 17
argonaute silencing complex 3.06 12.02 nohet B51 H B115 H 3dlb 17
PqqC active site 3.30 9.73 17.95 A134 H D133 H 3hlx 18
adeno-associated virus-2 3.28 20.71 nohet A588 L A585 L 3j1s 9
teichoic acid polymerase TagF 3.29 11.61 11.39 D474 H D470 H 3l7k 18
elongation factor 1a 3.25 14.42 15.42 A300 S A277 S 4cxg 19
elongation factor 1a 3.25 14.42 15.16 A300 S A277 S 4cxh 13
30 S ribosomal subunit from 3.62 25.35 9.30 K126 H K120 H 4duz 13

Thermus thermophilus 3.26 12.36 10.70 D36 L D13 L 4duz 20
human Dicer (13-mer siRNA) 3.30 10.72 nohet A934 L A849 L 4nh3 16
human Dicer (15-mer siRNA) 3.19 9.27 nohet A934 L A849 L 4nh6 16
human Dicer (16-mer siRNA) 3.28 15.35 16.35 A934 L A849 L 4nha 15

Table 3: Data for close arginine pairs with dehydrons nearby. See Table 2 for definitions of terms.
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near donor acceptor dNO dHO NHO NOC HOC W PDB
ARG A 31 ARG A 31 THR A 29 1.40 0.92 103.92∗ 150.37 128.29 11 1hll
ARG A 31 ARG A 31 THR A 29 2.28 2.25 92.84∗ 142.20 146.25 12 1hod
ARG A 1 LYS A 4 ARG A 1 2.98 2.98∗ 81.99∗ 126.32 112.09 13 1hdp

ARG A 1 & 2 THR A 6 LYS A 4 2.52 2.17 104.20∗ 81.55∗ 89.77∗ 18 1hdp
ARG A 2 ILE A 8 ARG A 5 3.46 2.82∗ 132.53 122.62 112.21 18 1hdp

Table 4: Data for underwrapped low-quality hydrogen bonds near arginine pairs at the peptide
termini in selected PDB files. The distances dNO and dHO (in Ångstroms) and the angles NHO,
NOC, and HOC appear in definition (1) of a hydrogen bond. Asterisks indicate where the
standard definition of hydrogen bond (1) is violated.

• arginine pairs for which there is a nearby low-quality hydrogen bond that has minimal
wrapping.

For the latter group, indicated in Tables 5 and 7, all of which are found in loops, there is a
nearby underwrapped low-quality hydrogen bond. Some of these occur at the extreme ends of
short peptides, as discussed in section 3.1. These are significant because we are interested in
polar interactions that disrupt the water matrix. Thus poorly-formed hydrogen bonds may be
better at engaging in intermittent interactions with water molecules than better-formed hydrogen
bonds.

For the arginine pairs for which there is a nearby hydrogen bond that has wrapping ρ ≥ 19, it
may be that the wrapping is still insufficient due to an asymmetry to the placement of wrappers.
We begin with some examples, and we list the remainder in Table 6.

3.1 Arginine pairs in peptide loop extrema

PDB files 1hll and 1hod give the structure of the membrane protein T3-I2, a 32-residue subset of
the Alpha-2 adrenergic receptor. In these structures, arginines are found that are proximal both
in sequence and in space. These are at the C-terminus of the peptide. Although there is helical
structure in the peptide up to reside 22, beyond that there are no high-quality hydrogen bonds.

On the other hand, there are nearby candidate dehydrons with low-quality, hydrogen-bond-
like interactions between Arg A 31 as donor and Thr A 29 as acceptor as delineated in Table
4.

Similarly, in PDB file 1hdp, there is a close arginine pair in a terminal loop at the N-terminus
of the peptide, which is also without high-quality hydrogen bonds in the first 8 residues. However,
there are three nearby candidate dehydrons with low-quality hydrogen-bond-like interactions as
delineated in Table 4. With 3 nearby potential dehydrons, the behavior of vicinal water is likely
to be quite chaotic, leading to the predisposition for sidechain proton removal.

Additonal details for all three structures are in Table 5.

3.2 More arginine pairs in unstructured regions

In Table 7, we give data on four more proximal arginine pairs. The wrapping around hydrogen
bonds proximal to the arginine pair in 4uwa is not small, and it is worth noting that the hydrogen
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R-R CID HAD Arginine 1 SS Arginine 2 SS PDB W
2.95 14.20 nohet 35 CZ Arg A 2 L 9 CZ Arg A 1 L 1hdp 13
2.38 15.55 nohet 525 CZ Arg A 32 L 501 CZ Arg A 31 L 1hll 11
3.03 13.48 nohet 532 CZ Arg A 32 L 508 CZ Arg A 31 L 1hod 12

Table 5: Data for close arginine pairs near the peptide termini. See Table 2 for definitions of
terms. The amount of wrapping is based on the interactions listed in Table 4.

protein system R-R CID HAD Arg1 SS Arg2 SS PDB ρ
HslVU peptidase–ATPase 3.18 9.54 35.42 D 89 L D 83 L 1g4a 21
ThKaiA180C–CIIABD complex 2.79 9.09 nohet A85 H B285 H 1suy 26
photosynthetic reaction center 3.17 9.61 32.19 H202 L H154 L 1umx 21
W. Nile virus methyltransferase 3.25 9.09 11.24 A28 H A213 H 2oy0 20
GLP SET domain 3.19 10.23 16.24 B 989 L B 1094 L 3swc 23
CusBA adaptor-transporter 3.28 13.98 69.02 A523 H A519 H 3t56 26
ct771 (Ap4A hydrolase) 3.22 10.01 11.71 A133 H F125 H 4mpo 20

Table 6: Data for close arginine pairs with varying amounts of wrapping for nearby hydrogen
bonds. See Table 2 for definitions of terms.

bond indicated in Table 8 contains Glu as a donor. This may seem to contradict our rule regarding
proximity of counter ions, but indeed the wrappers in Arg A 426 are proximal to the Cα atom
of Gly A 427, not Glu A 505.

3.3 Multiple pairs

Many PDB files represent multiple copies of the same protein, such as 3rn5, which is a tetramer.
In Table 9, we give the data on nearby arginine pairs in the four chains, as well as data for
other multimers. We see significant variation both in Arg-Arg distance, secondary structure,
and in wrapping, even though the sequences are identical. We have not attempted to analyse all
multimeric structures in detail, choosing instead to give a typical representative in most cases.

Other PDB files have multiple arginine pairs, such as 3eql, but they do not exhibit a mul-
timeric structure. Thus the arginine pairs are completely independent. We have featured one

R-R CID HAD Arginine 1 SS Arginine 2 SS PDB
3.86 11.93 29.90 6990 CZ Arg C 422 L 6970 CZ Arg C 420 L 3eql 15
3.84 12.00 29.60 33385 CZ Arg M 422 L 33365 CZ Arg M 420 L 3eql 15
3.24 12.01 nohet 5399 CZ Arg A 796 L 3236 CZ Arg A 426 L 4uwa 22
3.24 14.66 12.94 48648 CZ Arg I 72 L 7553 CZ Arg 8 100 L 4v19 13

Table 7: Data for close arginine pairs with nearby lower-quality hydrogen bonds. See Table 2
for definitions of terms. The amount of wrapping is based on the interactions listed in Table 8.
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near donor acceptor dNO dHO NHO NOC HOC W PDB
ARG C 420 GLY C 416 GLY C 414 2.54 2.46 85.50∗ 87.84∗ 73.05∗ 15 3eql
ARG M 420 GLY M 416 GLY M 414 2.54 2.49 83.46∗ 87.45∗ 72.49∗ 15 3eql
ARG A 426 GLU A 505 GLY A 427 3.35 2.62∗ 144.03 148.86 141.05 22 4uwa
ARG I 72 LEU I 73 PRO I 71 3.53 3.31∗ 97.53∗ 93.45∗ 105.06∗ 15 4v19

ARG 8 100 LYS 8 103 LYS 8 101 3.08 2.77∗ 102.84∗ 76.12∗ 64.95∗ 13 4v19

Table 8: Data for underwrapped low-quality hydrogen bonds near arginine pairs at the peptide
termini in selected PDB files. The distances dNO and dHO (in Ångstroms) and the angles NHO,
NOC, and HOC appear in definition (1) of a hydrogen bond. Asterisks indicate where the
standard definition of hydrogen bond (1) is violated.

protein system R-R CID HAD Arg1 SS Arg2 SS PDB ρ
pyruvate kinase complex with 3.17 10.00 23.52 D2299 L D1905 L 1a5u 18

BIS Mg-atp-na-oxalate 3.68 9.53 26.72 H5299 H H4905 L 1a5u 15
interferon-inducible 4.31 15.05 24.33 A226 S A211 S 3rn5 23

protein AIM2 4.27 13.26 24.41 B226 S B211 S 3rn5 17
(absent in melanoma 2) 3.18 15.32 24.06 C226 S C211 S 3rn5 19
from human 3.55 15.24 22.47 D226 S D211 S 3rn5 21

Table 9: Data for close arginine pairs with nearby dehydrons in multimers. The identical se-
quences in different chains display a variation in wrapping and secondary structure. See Table 2
for definitions of terms.

protein system: 50S + R-R CID HAD Arg1 SS Arg2 SS PDB ρ
native structure 2.82 13.91 14.70 O81 S I32 S 2zjr 9
Nosiheptide bound 2.98 13.75 15.34 O81 S I32 S 2zjp 9
Microccocin bound 2.95 13.87 nohet O81 S I32 S 2zjq 9
oxazolidinone linezolid bound 2.88 13.72 15.20 O81 S I32 S 3dll 7
thiostrepton linezolid bound 2.77 14.09 14.69 O81 S I32 S 3cf5 7

Table 10: Data for close arginine pairs in the large ribosomal subunit (50S) of Deinococcus
Radiodurans. See Table 2 for definitions of terms. Additional detail regarding relevant dehydrons
is given in Table 11.
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near donor acceptor dNO dHO ∠NHO ∠NOC ∠ HOC W PDB
ARG I 32 GLY I 31 THR I 29 3.37 3.10∗ 101.11∗ 96.84∗ 109.37∗ 9 2zjp
ARG I 32 GLY I 31 THR I 29 3.12 2.53∗ 127.05 89.27∗ 101.89∗ 9 2zjq
ARG I 32 GLY I 31 THR I 29 3.71∗ 3.26∗ 114.89 79.71∗ 91.79∗ 9 2zjr
ARG I 32 GLY I 33 GLY I 31 3.68 3.12∗ 125.28 71.05∗ 79.19∗ 7 3dll
ARG I 32 GLY I 31 THR I 29 2.92 2.32 126.97 95.32∗ 108.51∗ 8 3cf5
ARG I 32 GLY I 33 GLY I 31 2.73 2.37 105.24∗ 96.86∗ 113.79 7 3cf5
ARG O 81 ARG O 82 LYS O 73 2.59 1.75 164.86 160.67 165.22 19 2zjp
ARG O 81 ARG O 82 LYS O 73 3.39 2.54∗ 172.50 128.19 127.41 19 2zjq
ARG O 81 ARG O 82 LYS O 73 3.07 2.23 163.33 138.33 139.93 20 2zjr
ARG O 81 ARG O 82 LYS O 73 3.18 2.38 153.78 129.87 125.36 16 3dll
ARG O 81 LYS O 73 ARG O 82 3.32 2.59∗ 144.13 120.70 112.15 19 2zjp
ARG O 81 LYS O 73 ARG O 82 3.22 2.53∗ 137.54 135.33 125.57 19 2zjq
ARG O 81 LYS O 73 ARG O 82 2.97 2.21 148.57 141.11 132.63 20 2zjr
ARG O 81 LYS O 73 ARG O 82 3.29 2.50 153.37 128.31 128.82 16 3dll
ARG O 81 LYS O 73 ARG O 82 2.90 2.19 139.94 142.96 133.88 19 3cf5

Table 11: Data for underwrapped low-quality hydrogen bonds near arginine pairs at the peptide
termini in selected PDB files. The distances dNO and dHO (in Ångstroms) and the angles NHO,
NOC, and HOC appear in definition (1) of a hydrogen bond. Asterisks indicate where the
standard definition of hydrogen bond (1) is violated.

of these in section 2.4.3, and data for two others are given in Table 5. Likewise, PDB file 4duz
harbors two different arginine pairs. We have included all of the arginine pairs in a given PDB
file even if only one of them has the R-R distance less than or equal to 3.30Å. This is why some
pairs appear at larger distances. However, we have limited discussion to arginine pairs whose
distance is less than to 4Å, even though there are several with slightly larger distances with
nearby dehydrons.

3.4 Ribosomal subunits

There are several PDB files that give the structural coordinates for the large ribosomal subunit
(50S) of Deinococcus Radiodurans. Five of them exhibit close arginine pairs, as detailed in Table
10. Details on the hydrogen bonds behind this assessment are listed in Table 8.

A similar motif is seen in the Rabbit 40S ribosomal subunit in complex with various ligands,
whose structures are represented in the PDB files 4kzx, 4kzy, and 4kzy. The preserved arginine
interactions are between Arg G 85 and Arg Y 118, and the distances are 2.92Å in all three cases.
The distance to the nearest potential counter ion is over 10.1Å in all three cases. The different
PDB files give the structure of Rabbit 40S in complex with eIF1 (4kzx), with eIF1 and eIF1A
(4kzy), and with mRNA, initiator tRNA and eIF1A (4kzz).

In all three PDB files 4kzx, 4kzy, and 4kzy, the Cβ and Cγ atoms of Arg Y 118 are in the
desolvation domain (radius 6.5Å) of the dehydron (ρ = 17) whose donor is Val Y 117 and Met
Y 114, a hydrogen bond in a helical structure.
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Figure 7: Nearby lysine pair without counter ion: Lys A 75 and Lys A 56 in PDB file 4fqk. See
the caption in Figure 1 for more details.

4 Lysine-lysine pairs

As indicated in Figure 2(b), lysine-lysine pairs occur at even shorter distances between the Nζ

atoms (PDB code NZ) than arginine-arginine pair distances for Cζ atoms. We decided to examine
in detail the pairs for which the separation distance for Nζ atoms is less than 2.5Å. A typical
interaction is depicted in Figure 7 which displays the structure in PDB file 4fqk. Our general
conclusion is that there is slightly more wrapping of hydrogen bonds near lysine-lysine pairs than
is the case for arginine-arginine pairs. However, there is always a hydrogen bond nearby with
minimal wrapping. The common case is presented in Table 12, and the remaining data is given
in Tables 13–15.

4.1 CDK2

Table 13 gives the data for lysine-lysine pairs in structures for Human CDK2 (cyclin-dependent
kinase 2 or P33) bound to various inhibitors at various resolutions. It is noteworthy that for the
two higher-resolution structures, the nearby dehydron Gly A 13 – Gly A 16 is preserved, but the
wrapping is least in the highest resolution structure.

4.2 Ribosomal subunits

Lysine-lysine pairs are also seen in the Rabbit 40S ribosomal subunit in complex with various
ligands, whose structures are represented in the PDB files 4kzx, 4kzy, and 4kzy. These are the
same PDB files in which nearby arginine pairs were described in section 3.4. The different PDB
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protein K-K CID HAD Lys1 SS Lys2 SS PDB ρ
collagen adhesin 2.46 10.99 nohet A 699 L A 697 L 1d2o 21
transcription factor Oct-2 1.44 11.91 nohet A 4 L A 3 L 1hdp 16
Human Ankyrin-r and Linker 2.48 9.05 22.79 A 787 H A 775 H 1n11 17
glutamine synthetase 1.79 9.16 15.09 A 27 L A 239 L 2gls 24
TAT-binding homolog 5 2.11 9.55 nohet I 420 H I 384 H 4cr2 17
regulatory protein Rop 2.15 9.44 nohet A 6 H A 3 H 4do2 21
Flu B/Brisbane 2.44 10.46 20.31 A 75 L A 56 L 4fqk 17
beta-galactosidase 2.47 9.73 40.45 B 346 S B 344 S 4mad 18

Table 12: Data for close lysine pairs. K-K is the distance (in Å) between Lysine 1 (Cζ atom) and
Lysine 2 (Cζ atom). CID is the distance (in Å) of the closest counter ion carboxylate carbon to
the closest Nζ atom of the Lysine pair. HAD is the distance (in Å) from the nearest (non water)
hetero-atom to one of the Nζ atoms of the Lysine pair; nohet means there is no (non water)
hetero-atom (other than water) found in the PDB file. SS indicates the secondary structure of
that the Lysine residue is in. PDB indicates the code in the PDB. ρ is the smallest number of
wrappers for a nearby hydrogen bond. See Table 14 for details on low-quality hydrogen bonds.

bound to Res K-K CID HAD Lys1 SS Lys2 SS PDB ρ
peptide RKLPG 2.6 3.00 10.99 37.64 A 6 S A 34 S 1urc 15

AT7519 1.9 2.47 9.89 13.53 A 6 S A 34 S 2vth 15
AT7519 2.0 2.29 9.26 13.70 A 6 S A 34 S 2vta 17
AT7519 2.19 2.29 10.04 13.72 A 6 S A 34 S 2vto 19

triazol-1-methyl-pyrimidin 2.06 2.18 11.25 13.85 C 6 S C 34 S 2uue 21
Olomoucine II 1.95 2.44 11.76 12.18 X 6 S X 34 S 2a0c 27

cyclin A 2.3 2.27 11.01 12.70 C 75 L C 34 L 1fin 24

Table 13: Data for close lysine pairs in Human CDK2 (cyclin-dependent kinase 2 or P33) bound
to various inhibitors at various resolutions. Res is the resolution in Å. CID is the distance (in
Å) of the closest counter ion carboxylate carbon to the closest Nζ atom of the Lysine pair. HAD
is the distance (in Å) from the nearest (non water) hetero-atom to one of the Nζ atoms of the
Lysine pair; nohet means there is no (non water) hetero-atom (other than water) found in the
PDB file. SS indicates the secondary structure of that the Lysine residue is in. PDB indicates
the code in the PDB. ρ is the smallest number of wrappers for a nearby hydrogen bond. See
Table 14 for details on low-quality hydrogen bonds.

near donor acceptor dNO dHO NHO NOC HOC W PDB
LYS A 34 ASP A 38 ARG A 36 3.03 2.74∗ 101.64∗ 98.69∗ 113.20 15 1urc
LYS A 27 ALA A 365 ASP A 362 3.19 2.74∗ 113.92 156.51 148.09 24 2gls
LYS A 56 CYS A 57 PRO A 55 2.94 2.40 121.08 80.49∗ 74.72∗ 17 4fqk

Table 14: Data for underwrapped low-quality hydrogen bonds near lysine pairs. The distances
dNO and dHO (in Ångstroms) and the angles NHO, NOC, and HOC appear in definition (1)
of a hydrogen bond. Asterisks indicate where the standard definition of hydrogen bond (1) is
violated.
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protein K-K CID HAD Lys1 SS Lys2 SS PDB ρ
fatty acid synthetase 2.33 9.63 nohet A 1323 L A 1299 L 2pff 22

alpha subunit from 2.31 9.61 nohet D 1323 L D 1299 L 2pff 22
baker’s yeast 2.33 9.58 nohet G 1323 L G 1299 L 2pff 22

clathrin heavy chain 2.42 10.23 nohet A 1163 H A 1162 H 3lvh 19
(chains A,B,C) from 2.42 10.23 nohet B 1163 H B 1162 H 3lvh 19
domestic cow (bos taurus) 2.42 10.23 nohet C 1163 H C 1162 H 3lvh 19

P9-1 (putative 2.39 10.65 nohet A 175 L A 170 L 3vjj 25
uncharacterized protein) 2.31 10.66 nohet B 175 L B 170 L 3vjj 25

TFIIB (M) in complex with 2.17 10.56 34.95 M 267 H O 239 H 4v1n 18
TATA-binding factor (O) 2.17 10.56 34.95 M 267 H O 239 H 4v1o 18

Table 15: Data for multiple close lysine pairs. Res is the resolution in Å. K-K is the distance
(in Å) between Lysine 1 (Cζ atom) and Lysine 2 (Cζ atom). See Table 13 for definitions of
additional terms.

files give the structure of Rabbit 40S in complex with eIF1 (4kzx), with eIF1 and eIF1A (4kzy),
and with mRNA, initiator tRNA and eIF1A (4kzz).

The preserved lysine interactions are between Lys Y 115 and Lys Y 111, and the Nζ distances
are 2.43Å in all three cases. The distance to the nearest potential counter ion is over 11.1Å in
all three cases. In all three PDB files 4kzx, 4kzy, and 4kzy, the pair Lys Y 115 (donor) and Lys
Y 111 (acceptor) form a hydrogen bond with ρ = 18, that is, a dehydron (desolvation domain
radius 6.5Å).

5 Methodology

We used wrappa [9] to identify hydrogen bonds in PDB files together with the amount of wrapping
ρ. Via python scripts, we examined all PDB files to identify nearby R-R and K-K pairs and
computed the distance to the nearest possible counter ions (D or E) as well as the distance to the
nearest hetero-atom (HETATM), other than water. The reasoning was that a nearby HETATM
could potentially harbor a counter ion, so we eliminated like-charged pairs near hetero-atoms.

We determined a nearby hydrogen bond as follows. In the simplest case, one of the residues
(R or K) harbor a donor or acceptor of a dehydron, in which case we report the amount of
wrapping ρ corresponding to a 6.5Å desolvation domain. When neither of the residues (R or K)
are directly involved in a dehydron, we looked for hydrogen bonds for which one of the sidechains
(R or K) has a nonpolar carbon (Cβ or Cγ atom for both R and K, and additionally Cδ for K)
within the 6.5Å desolvation domain based on the Cα atoms of the hydrogen bond donor and
acceptor [9]. We defined this to be a neighboring hydrogen bond. Among all such neighbors of
one of the putatively positively charged sidechains, we picked ρ to be the number of wrappers
for the hydrogen bond with the smallest number of wrappers.

6 Outliers

We did not attempt to analyze PDB files generated via NMR. The many models in such files
have arginine pairs that are sometimes very close, but the large amount of data made a detailed
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interpretation difficult.
We were unable to run the software program reduce to add hydrogens for the PDB files 1hod

and 3qzr due to a segmentation fault. In PDB file 1hod, Arg A 31 and Arg A 32 are in close
proximity. In PDB file 3qzr, Arg B 84 and Arg B 13 are in close proximity, but they both have
alternate locations for their Cζ atoms. Both are in loops.

7 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the close approach of putatively positively charged residues can be
explained by deprotonation of at least one of the sidechains, where the deprotonation would be
facilitated by nearby dehydrons. Such dehydrons promote deprotonation by co-opting vicinal
water molecules into the chemical role of a general base. The repulsion of same-charge contacts
is thereby mitigated provided the original same-charge contact motif is adequately supplemented
by this novel epistructural feature.

We have used simple ways to locate nearby dehydrons, and in many cases we have seen that
there may be even more underwrapped hydrogen bonds nearby, although they did not satisfy
our protocol for identification. To further validate this bioinformatics study, we would need
to perform QM/MM computations [5] where the atomic groups involved in proton transfer are
treated quantum mechanically. By such an approach, each candidate dehydron could evaluated
quantitatively to assess the effectiveness of the dehydron as a deprotonator.
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